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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2099 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Slomo

Run Report:
A beautiful moonlit evening had us all at Mt Scary once again
waiting for the starters pistol , when up the steep slopes
comes a huffing & puffing Loggy followed by Delly & Daffy .
Someone was heard saying the way all these old runners are
returning it wont be a surprise if Binny & Gooody come back !
Someone else said yea right ! Any way to ECLIPSE it all the
hare and Salubrious GM Slomo says alright you bastards your
on chalk , false trails return to checks , & the run starts at the bottom of the
driveway . Amid a lot of groaning the pack finally leaves and finds the trail
heading along Newland St to the 1st check at the bottom or top of the steps .
Trail is quickly found going up the stairway to heaven where the galloping gasometer himself Inspector Gadget leads the way to the 1 st false trail , does a U
turn & heads down to the bottom of the steps . Delly had a moment of glory as
he was trailing the pack , for a few brief seconds He was front runner when the
pack turned around at the false trail . At the bottom of the steps the trail went
left & down to the fish & chip shop to the 1st check . It was here that Tagg left
the run !
The trail was found by The Inspector down Allawah St & went right into Eloura
St heading south where it joins West Tamar Hwy where we had to run the
gauntlet with the would be tour de France bike riders doing laps . Another
check was found at the bottom of Forest Rd & was quickly picked up by Bugsy
& Daffy up Forest Rd where it turned left into Trevallyn Rd where Abba was
found wandering along listening to “ Ethel the aardvark goes quantity surveying “ on his I pod , totally lost . The run continued south along Trevallyn Rd to
another check at a bus shelter frequently visited by Hash Pash & Blakey .By this
time Inspector Gadget was probably back at Mt Scary , so it was up to the erstwhile bunch of back runners to find the trail which they did heading up South
Esk Rd to another false trail . Back to the check we all goes & disperse to find
the trail , Rickshaw goes up North Bank , Scary goes to the West bank , Fingers
tries the East bank and Bugsy heads down to the River bank where he finds
the trail heading in the direction of the Gorge Bridge . We heads down a path
that takes us onto the West Tamar Hwy where we find the On Home north
along the highway towards Forest Rd leaving us about 2 kms back to the alpine region of South Riverside . A good run set by the G M , keeping us away
from the streets we hashed last week , just as well as apparently there are a
few unhappy dog owners that have got sick dogs from eating Abbas out of
date baby formula .
OnOn
The Editor

ON ON:
Lunacy and the Full Moon
Does a full moon really trigger strange behaviour?

It has been said that LH3 Hashers regularly become lunatics as the full moon
nears, it appears that the phenomena intensifies when the earth, the sun and
the moon are in alignment and a total eclipse of the moon occurs. The lunacy
appears to have started a week early, most likely fuel ‘d by copious quantities
of Boags. Last Tuesday the Full Moon run was to be at the Westbury show
grounds, with a bus to transport LH3 members to the run. As the night wore on
and more Boags was consumed it was decided to abandon the bus and move
the run to Trevallyn. All is organised !! Alas no. The Hare forgot to tell the web
master ,the editor of the Trash and the Burnie Hashers of the change of venue
(website is updated and news letter goes out with the Westbury details). The phenomenon gets even worse the Hashers
forgot who was going to organise the free food. Two Hashers
order complete packs of burgers, steak, snags and bread . Our
butcher must have thought it was going to be a big night.
The word filters around by social media and the website that
the run is at Trevallyn and a record number of Hashers from
LH3 and LH4 turn up toting bowls of salads, pumpkin soup and
other gastronomic delights.
The G.M has set another great run and as the Hashers return
to the ON ON site there are two tables set up in the garage
covered in bowls of salads, loaves of bread and nibblies. The
cold beer is pouring to perfection and the barby has been fired
up with Tyles and Windy Bottom have the cooking of the meat
under control.

Yes

What could have been a disaster has turned out to be the best
night we have had under the current committee.

Footy Tipping:
Four rounds of the footy out of the way, our tipping contest is
starting to sort out the experts. Goblet has taken out this
weeks six pack with seven correct followed by Scary with six.
There are now four tipsters sitting on 25 points and seven on
24. The Easter round will sort out the men from the boys.

Did you order
the burgers
Scary

Don’t forget
to order the
burgers
Boong

Skulls:
Fill the skoaling mugs and ring the bell Blakey calls the Lip, we have
a few visitors and plenty of stuff ups worthy of a skull or two. tonight The first Hashers called to the circle are four returned runners, Rainbow, Loggy, Gadget and Left Right.
One of our retired Hashers was doing a bit of part time work recently and decided he would extend into overtime by driving home
slowly from Scottsdale. Tractors and trucks were even overtaking
him as he traversed over the sidling. When he returned to the depot 3hrs late he told Derbs that he had trouble with a slipping
clutch. Up you get Goblet.
Being a mixed Full Moon run tonight we have a few visitors from
other clubs, Tight Spot, Snow White, Windy Bottom, and Magpie.
Up you get ladies don’t be shy.
Our next skull tonight s the Hare Slomo, make it a heavy he is not
driving tonight.
There is some lost property tonight a bag left at last weeks run and
a lunch box full of cooked sausages left at Boongs run two weeks
ago. The sausages are reported to have been Abbas breakfast for
last wedsneday and the bag belongs to Blakey, up you get.
What a night we have had under the eclipse of the full moon, free
beer for our visitors and free food for all. Speaking of food has anyone noticed how many burgers, snags and pieces of steak we have.
Two Hashers were under the impression that they were to order
the food which resulted in two orders being placed then they
blamed Hash Pash for stuffing it up. It is time for Boong, Scary and
Pash to step forward for a skull.
The Trail Master has the most important job within the club, without him there would not be an organised run each week. One thing
that our Trail Master forgot to do this week was to let people know
that the venue had been changed, yes Abba that is you up you get
Ya Ya.

Raffle:
Meat tray:Fingers ( who is winning more than the Carlton football club)
Six pack Boags: One of our visitors Magpie.
Easter Eggs: Gadget ( who swapped prizes with Magpie as
Bugsy does not drink beer).
Bottle Red: Magpie ( who gave it away to Tight Spot as
Bugsy does not drink wine)
Ukranian army torch: Slomo.
Hash Hat: Gadget.
Boags scarf: Sheila.
Hash Shorts: Left Right.

Committee:
The 2014 Committee The investment in Excellence for HASHERS
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Left Right, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong, Web
Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 22nd April 88 Devon Hills Rd Devon Hills Hare: Dunoim
Saturday 3rd May Back to Four Mile Bash Hare: Kuzza
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 24th April Hare: Worm 8 Drummond Cres Perth.
LH3 Website

Joke of the week
A man takes the day off work and Decides to go out golfing.
He is on the second hole when he Notices a frog sitting next to the green.
He thinks nothing of it and is about to shoot when he Hears,
Ribbit 9 Iron.' The man looks around and doesn't see anyone.
Again, he hears, 'Ribbit 9 Iron. 'He looks at the frog and decides to
Prove the frog wrong, puts the Club away, and grabs a 9 iron. Boom!
He hits it 10 inches from the cup. He is shocked. He says to the frog,
'Wow that's amazing ..You must be a lucky frog he asks? The frog replies,
'Ribbit Lucky frog.' The man decides to take the frog with him to the next hole.
'What do you think frog?' The man asks. 'Ribbit 3 wood.'
The guy takes out a 3 wood and, Boom! Hole in one...The man is befuddled and doesn't know
What to say. By the end of the day, the man golfed the Best game of golf in his life and
Asks the frog, 'OK where to next?' The frog replies, 'Ribbit Las Vegas ..' They go to Las Vegas
And the guy says, 'OK frog, now What?' The frog says, 'Ribbit Roulette.' Upon approaching the
roulette table, The man asks, 'What do you think I should Bet?' The frog replies 'Ribbit $3000,
black 6.'
Now, this is a Million-to-one shot to win, but After the golf game the man Figures what the heck.
Boom! Tons of chips come sliding back across the table The man takes his winnings and
Buys the best room in the Hotel. He sits the frog down and Says, 'Frog, I don't know how to repay
you.
You've won me all this money and I am forever grateful. 'The frog replies,'Ribbit Kiss Me.'
He figures why not ,Since after all the frog did for Him, He deserves it.. With a kiss, the frog turns
into a Gorgeous 25-year-old girl. 'And that, Your honour, is how the girl ended up in my room .
So help me God my name is not Craig

Thompson.

